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A quick reference guide to sentence structure and word order in English, ideal for students of English, editors, writers and anyone with an
interest in grammar fundamentals.
Reading improves vocabulary and language skills. Children learn basic sight words as they read. Subconsciously, they absorb information on
how to structure sentences and how to use words and other language features effectively in their writing and speaking. Reading promotes
achievement in all subjects, not just English. Children who are good readers tend to achieve better across the curriculum. After all, practice
makes perfect in almost everything kids do and reading in no different. We aim to enable kids to read confidently, fluently, accurately and with
understanding.
This Book Covers the Following Topics: Transitional Expressions -- Definition Transitional Expressions – Punctuation Rules 01. Transitional
Expressions -- Addition 02. Transitional Expressions -- Cause and Effect 03. Transitional Expressions -- Concession 04. Transitional
Expressions -- Condition 05. Transitional Expressions -- Consequence 06. Transitional Expressions -- Contrast 07. Transitional Expressions -Dismissal 08. Transitional Expressions -- Illustration 09. Transitional Expressions -- Emphasis 10. Transitional Expressions -- Exception 11.
Transitional Expressions -- Explanation 12. Transitional Expressions -- Generalization 13. Transitional Expressions -- Location 14. Transitional
Expressions -- Purpose 15. Transitional Expressions -- Quantifier 16. Transitional Expressions -- Reference 17. Transitional Expressions -Sequence 18. Transitional Expressions – Similarity 19. Transitional Expressions -- Summary 20. Transitional Expressions -- Time Exercise:
1(A) and 1(B) Exercise: 2(A) to 2(C) SAMPLE THIS: Transitional Expressions -- Definition Meaning of ‘Transition’ -- to go from one point
to another “Transitional Expressions” = “Transitional Words” + “Transitional Phrases” “Transitional (or Transition) Words” are also known as
“connecting words”, “linking words” or “signal words“ “Transitional (or Transition) Phrases” are also known as “connecting phrases”,
“linking phrases” or “signal phrases“ “Transitional Expressions” (also “Transitions”) could be defined as follows: • ‘Transitional expressions’
are words or phrases that provide bridges between sentences, parts of sentences, paragraphs and sections. • ‘Transitional expressions’ connect
and relate sentences and paragraphs. • ‘Transitions expressions’ signal the relationship between sentences and paragraphs. • ‘Transitions
expressions’ state the connections between ideas. • ‘Transitions expressions’ help carry over a thought from one part of a sentence to another,
from one sentence to another, from one paragraph to another, from one section to another, or from one idea to another. • ‘Transitional
expressions’ connect ideas from sentence to sentence and paragraph to paragraph. • ‘Transitional expressions’ are placed in the beginning,
middle, or end of the sentences/paragraphs to explain connections between two or more ideas. • ‘Transitional expressions’ help carry over a
thought from one idea to another. • ‘Transitional expressions’ produce clearer expression, by eliminating the excessive use of such words as
‘and’, ‘but’, ‘for’ ‘nor’, ‘or’ ‘so’ ‘yet’, etc. Choosing Transitional Expression -- Some transitional words and transitional phrases belong to
more than one category. A transitional expression can change the whole meaning of a sentence. Therefore, you should choose the transition that
best conveys your meaning. You should also avoid repetition and use different transition words or phrases in the same category if necessary.
Placing transitional words: There are three options for placing transitional words: • The beginning of a sentence [Most common] • The middle
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of a sentence • The end of a sentence [Least Common] Example: Their products come with an insurance pack that covers accidental damage,
theft, and breakage for a year. Furthermore, customers can also avail of an additional year of warranty. [Use of the transitional word
‘furthermore’ at the beginning of a sentence] Their products come with an insurance pack that covers accidental damage, theft, and breakage
for a year. Customers, furthermore, can also avail of an additional year of warranty. [Use of the transitional word ‘furthermore’ in the middle
of a sentence] Their products come with an insurance pack that covers accidental damage, theft, and breakage for a year. Customers can also
avail of an additional year of warranty, furthermore. [Use of the transitional word ‘furthermore’ in the end of a sentence]
Essential Dutch Vocabulary For Learners. This dictionary contains ~95% of all daily spoken Dutch, and ~85% of all daily written Dutch text.
The fastest way to acquire a base vocabulary for practical spoken and written Dutch! NEW IN 2ND EDITION:- Added 2.500 Dutch to English
example sentences- Added International Phonetic Alphabet entries to help you pronounce Dutch words the right way. According to scientific
research*, the 1000 most common words account for 95% of all daily conversational Dutch. The 2.500 most used words account for 85% of all
daily written text in NL. The essential Dutch- English Word Frequency Dictionary 2.500 words and verbs give you list of the most useful words
to build your Dutch vocabulary fast. These high frequency Dutch words are a great tool for beginners and intermediate students. Learn only the
most important and most used words & verbs to quickly gain a practical knowledge of spoken and written Dutch. This Dutch- English
dictionary is perfect for beginners and intermediate students of teenage or adult age. It is less suitable for kids and children. The IPA helps you
with Dutch pronunciation, by writing a word phonetically. The example sentences, consisting of over 90.000 words, contain practical and useful
information. They are designed to get you fluent fast, by using the most common and important words the most. Example sentences also help
you discover Dutch idioms and expressions naturally through reading. More fun facts on language learning and vocabulary: * The first 25
words are used in 33% of all daily writing * The top 100 words make up around 50% of all student and adult writings * Top 500 words make
up around 70% of all daily written texts. It has been advised to first learn the first 1000 most common words before you start speaking a new
language. The facts aforementioned seem to confirm this. That is why we created a list of the most used 2500 Dutch words, and 531 most
common verbs. With these words, you are able to cover 85% of the official language in the Netherlands in text, and 95% of all you need in the
spoken language. It is therefore a rational move to prioritize learning the words and verbs that you are likely to use and hear the most often.
Frequency dictionaries and word lists are a good starting point, and can produce the quickest results. The most common Dutch words & verbs
list will give you a good grasp on the official language of the Netherlands in a short amount of time. The word frequency is based on analysis of
Dutch subtitles. Scientific research has shown that subtitles are the best source of a practical, spoken frequency dictionary in any language*.
Subtitles correlate to both spoken and written Dutch, respectively 73% and 83%*. The product is unique and the best way to understand and
speak Dutch quick, because other frequency dictionaries base themselves on written text. The dictionary is not divided by topics (yet), but it has
been divided by part of speech, frequency order and alphabetical order. By studying this dictionary with the 2500 most common words and 531
most common verbs, you will quickly gain a broad understanding and practical knowledge of spoken and written Dutch. *Studies quoted:
Nation 1990; Liu Na &Nation, 1985; New, Boris; Brysbaert, Marc; Veronis, Jean; Pallier, Christophe, 2007
Word Order in English Sentences
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Easy Spanish Phrase Book NEW EDITION
Word Order for Beginners
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 - Greek Edition + English Speaking Course Book 1 - Greek Edition + 600 English Questions Advanced Edition
The Most Powerful Ways to Say Everyday Words and Phrases
Learn by Rewrite English Practice Exercises for Improving Your English Writing Skills

Learn how to make common sentences in English! This is Book 1 of Teacher King's Basic English Sentences It contains 30 important
lessons to help a student begin making English sentences correctly. Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic
knowledge of Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300
important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common sentence structures for everyday topics - No more
than 8 words in a sentence - Activity pages to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step
grammar development - Vocabulary words include Croatian translations Kevin L. King is an ESL specialist who has taught English
as a second language for over 30 years around the world.
"I must congratulate you on GLOBISH THE WORLD OVER. It's a pioneering text of great importance, full of enthralling insights
for native and non-native English users alike." -- Robert McCrum, author, The Story of English and Literary Editor, London
Observer. Globish, as a concept, takes to task the world hegemony of arrogant English-speakers. Hence the landmark book Don't
Speak English - Parlez Globish became a best-seller in French, and other languages, but it never appeared in English. GLOBISH
THE WORLD OVER is the first book written in Globish-English. Non-native English speakers from non-Anglophone countries use
English better between themselves than with any native English speaker. Globish codifies their very efficient "similar limitations."
The word Globish may strike English-speakers as an "odd" way to rename their English. However billions of speakers in Brazil,
Russia, India and China will be the new "owners" of what the world is now calling Globish. The implications are far-reaching.
GLOBISH THE WORLD OVER discusses this phenomenon, and demonstrates that Globish - as a deliberate and sufficient subset of
English for international communication - is limited more by a person's communication ability than by mere words.
Hands-on, theory-neutral and non-technical, this textbook is a basic introduction to the structure of English words and sentences.
Assuming no prior knowledge of linguistic analysis, it presents the facts in a straightforward manner and offers a step-by-step guide
from small to large building blocks of language. Every chapter contains numerous exercises and discussion questions, which provide
essential self-study material, as well as in-chapter tasks which lead students to a more comprehensive understanding of linguistic
issues. The book also features concise chapter summaries, suggestions for further reading, an inclusive glossary and two
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consolidation chapters which encourage students to secure their understanding of the English language. The dedicated companion
website includes further exercises, answers and solutions to the exercises, as well as useful links.
REVISED EDITION -- FEB 20, 2016 -- Sentence forms in English language - simple sentence, compound sentence, complex
sentence, compound-complex sentence | phrases and clauses | independent or principal clause (main clause), dependent or
subordinate clause | list of important coordinators and transitional expressions (transitional words or phrases) for compound sentences
| list of important subordinators for complex sentences | double and multiple sentences | definition and examples of simple, compound
and complex sentences
Base-1 method: A structural-functional approach to word, sentence and discourse readability
300+ Reading Sight Words Sentence Book for Kindergarten English Arabic Flashcards for Kids
How to Gain Wealth with Just One Word
Professor Charles Says... Learn English!
Machine Translation
Using Transitional Expressions
No one is born with good writing skills. It takes time to learn proper writing techniques and a
great deal of practice to improve your skills. Our exercises allow you to improve writing and
grammar skills while rewriting real world English passages. The English passages included in
this book are mostly workplace oriented. Therefore they are more suitable for working adults.
Rewrite the passages as directed. One suggested answer is provided for each passage. As there is
no 'best' way to write and rewrite (to be honest, there's simply no particular way), it is
recommended that you try your best and rephrase or restructure the sentences as needed. You may
write several different versions and then decide which one operates best for your purposes. We
assume that your basic grammar is accurate and that you have a minimal level of skills writing
and going into detail. You should be able to read and write basic information, and use
individual words and phrases in familiar situations.
Up-to-date volume, organized for quick access to phrases related to greetings, transportation,
shopping, emergencies, other common circumstances. Over 700 entries include terms for modern
telecommunications, idioms, slang. Phonetic pronunciations accompany phrases.
To enhance your vocabulary is imperative to acing any college entrance exam. To grasp words in
the contexts of the best example sentences from great books is a gateway to upgrading your
vocabulary. If you study 1,650 intelligent words in such great sentences, you can both boost
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your score dramatically on any verbal test and become a real intellectual. This book includes
the example sentences of the 1,650 words totally from great English and American books, their
choice synonyms, 185 unforgettable aphorisms, and 120 essential science terms. The book, a
primary supplement, especially for the intelligent students seeking college readiness, could
prove to be a milestone in your test and career. Let's master this book not only to maximize
your score but also to become a beacon of intelligence.
This is the second book for J C Sum's "Unwritten: A Hands-off Book Test that Transcends Words."
"Unwritten" is a professionally designed and produced book that allows you to bring the
traditional book test beyond just words by incorporating visual drawings as the focus of the
thoughts and revelations. It is perfect for performers looking to present a visual book test
routine. The 260-page 5.5" x 8.5" book is in the form of an English language guide for travelers
which gives motivation for the book content, layout and format. From a presentation point of
view, the English language guide for travelers also allows for a variety of interesting
introductory patter presentations. The nature of the book makes it perfect for shows for
corporate events, travel fairs, tourist attractions, cruise ships, schools & libraries. The full
"Unwritten" routine consists of two different basic effects. Effect 1 - Any Word Drawing A
spectator opens the book to any page and chooses a word describing something that she can
visualize in her mind. Without asking for the page number or any specifics of the word (such as
the length of the word or the letters it contains), the performer correctly draws out the image
that the spectator is visualizing. Effect 2 - Imagined Drawing Prediction A spectator opens the
book to any page and mentally selects a word from the last line of a chosen paragraph. She makes
a simple drawing that represents the word and then uses her imagination to add to the sketch to
make it into a larger picture. A sealed envelope that has been in full view from the start of
the show is opened to reveal a prediction drawing that correctly matches the spectator's
imagined drawing! Note: Instead of a prediction, you can perform the effect as a drawing
duplication. Both effects can be performed individually or together to form a complete routine.
The routine can be performed in casual settings or close-up, parlour and large-scale stage
shows. "Unwritten" includes the following features: - Can be Performed Completely Hands Free The Book Can be Freely Examined During Performance - No Pumping for Page Numbers, Length of Word
or Specific Letters - No Peeks - No Switches - No Pre-Show Work - No Sleight of Hand - No Memory
Work or Cribs - No Assistants - Large Fonts Make the Text Easy to Read - Can Be Performed StandPage 5/18
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Alone or with Other Book Tests
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 - Vietnamese Edition
A Hands Off Book Test That Transcends Words
Level: Intermediate
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 - Czech Edition
Globish the World Over

This Book Covers The Following Topics: How to Start a Sentence Using ‘AS’ Using ‘AFTER’ and ‘BEFORE’ Using ‘AT’ Using ‘BY’
Using ‘FOR/FROM Using ‘IF’ Using ‘OF/ON/OUT’ Using ‘TO’ Using ‘IN’ Using ‘WITH’ Using ‘WH-WORDS’ ‘Asking Questions’
Using ‘VERB WORD’ Using ‘ING’ FORM of VERBS Using ‘PAST PARTICIPLES’ Using ‘-LY Words’ Using ‘PRONOUNS’
Transitional Expressions Miscellaneous Exercises: 1(A) and 1(B) Exercises: 2(A) and 2(B) Sample This: There are different ways to
start a sentence in English. Using pronouns (I, we, you, they, he, she, it) is the most popular way to begin a sentence. But there are
many other words that are widely used to start a sentence. They might be question words (what, where, etc.). They might be words
formed from verbs, ending in –ing, -ed, -en, etc. Besides, words such as ‘to’ ‘in’ ‘with’, ‘if’, ‘after’ are also used to begin a sentence.
Here, you will learn various words and phrases to start a sentence with. Important Note: Starting a sentence with ‘and’ or ‘but’ is correct
or not! Using ‘And’ or ‘But’ to begin a sentence is generally considered grammatically Incorrect. But there is no hard and fast rule in
this regard. So, you can use ‘And’ or ‘But’ to begin a sentence. But avoid excessive use of these words to begin a sentence. Use these
words at the beginning of a sentence only when they really give strength to your language. Note: It is said that a sentence should not be
begun with a conjunction of any kind, especially one of the FANBOYS (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so). But this is not a hard and fast
rule. Particularly in spoken English, starting a sentence with ‘And’ or ‘But’ is common. 01. AS (used in place of ‘when’; while
something else is happening) As a person ages, his body weakens physically. As another year draws to a close, our attention turns to a
new year. As news of PM's hospitalization spread, fans and admirers began lining up outside the hospital. As the summer season
approaches, I look forward to eating ice-creams. As the day progressed, over a hundred protestors gathered at the office. As the
situation in the town worsened, jittery people rushed back to their homes. As the train pulled into the station, passengers rushed
towards it. As the war widened, they had to leave the city. As we grow older, we are more in control of our lives. As we progress, it is
going to become more and more difficult. 02. AS (used in place of ‘because’) As a policeman myself, I am aware of all the laws. As he
got busy, his wife picked up the son. As sanitary workers are absent on most of the days, sweeping of roads is also irregular resulting in
the trash along the road. As the electric cables are hanging loosely, it may anytime lead to a major accident if any passer-by comes into
contact. As the night temperature rose owing to the cloudy sky, there was some respite from cold conditions. 03. AS (used in place of
‘like’) As a great poet, he played with words. As in the past, the party president distanced herself from the government’s unpopular
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decision. 04. AS (used to introduce two events happening at the same time) As the bus was nearing, he moved aside. As the forces
were conducting searches, the militants fired upon them, triggering an encounter. As the mercury levels are dropping each day,
difficulties for the poor are constantly rising. 05. AS (used to add information) As you know, I have sent him a letter. 06. AS (used to
show ‘in the way’) As an interim arrangement, he directed the authorities not to return the land. As part of the deal, they will hand over
control of five towns. As penance, he vowed to never scold any kid ever again. POPULAR IDIOMS AND PHRASES WITH “AS”:
AS AGAINST SOMETHING (meaning: in comparison or contrast with something) -- As against last time four days, the fair will last
for five days this year. As against the estimated revenues of dollar 400 million for April, only dollar 100 million had been received
during the month. AS AND WHEN (meaning: at the time when (used to refer to an uncertain future event)) -- As and when I get a
chance to settle into my retired life, I will think about things to do. AS EARLY AS (meaning: done before the expected, usual or
planned time) -- As early as 5 a.m. on Sunday, she was surprised to see the milkman. AS FAR AS (meaning: facts or an opinion about
a particular aspect of something) -- As far as we can know right now, we are sticking to everything as planned. AS FOR
SOMEBODY/SOMETHING (meaning: with regard to; used to start talking about somebody/something) As for children between the
age of 6 and 12 years, a fee of dollar 1 needs to be paid to enter the zoo. As for David, he is doing fine. As for the difficulty in
searching for honest people, it is not such a big task.
Useful Chinese Words and Expressions series is composed of twenty-one special topics, embracing all the most active and most
commonly used Chinese words and expressions that are most often misused by people. Those learners with a better English knowledge
are able to learn the essentials of Chinese easily and full of interest in the course of comparison and translation supported by the great
amount of Chinese and English typical example sentences. This book has collected seven special topics as follows: Special Topic One
Chinese Sentences with“把” and English “have/get +object + participle” Structure Special Topic Two Chinese Complements and
English Strong End-Position Adverbials Special Topic Three Chinese Conditional Sentences of Supposition Relations and English
Subjunctive Mood Special Topic Four Chinese Classifiers and English Partitives and Articles Special Topic Five Chinese Word
Groups and English Phrases Special Topic Six Chinese Sentences with Subject-Predicate Word Group as Predicate and English Preposition Object Special Topic Seven Chinese Auxiliaries and English Auxiliary Verbs
T&P BOOKS VOCABULARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and review foreign words. The dictionary contains over
3000 commonly used words. Recommended as additional support material to any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and
advanced learners of foreign languages. Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities. Allows you to assess
your current vocabulary. This book can also be used by foreigners to learn English. THIS REVISED EDITION (American English,
July 2013) contains 101 topics including: Basic concepts, Numbers, Units of measurement, The most important verbs, Time, Calendar,
Day and night, Months, Seasons, Travel, Sightseeing, City, Shopping, Clothing & Accessories, Cosmetics, Telephone, Phone
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conversation, Foreign languages, Meals, Restaurant, Family members, Human body, Medicine, Furniture, Household appliances, The
Earth, Weather, Natural disasters, Fauna, Wild animals, Countries of the world and more ... SPECIAL FEATURES of T&P Books
bilingual vocabularies: Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically. Content is presented in three columns to
facilitate the reviewing and self-testing processes. Each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary
offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign word. IF YOU HAVE any question, suggestion or feedback, please
contact us: admin@tpbooks.com. Ref. BODFR
Learn how to make common sentences in English! This book contains 50 excellent lessons to help a student begin making English
sentences correctly. Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing. Application: Selflearning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike.
This workbook features: - 50 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 500 important words used in daily life - 500 commonly used
basic sentences - Common sentence structures for everyday topics - No more than 8 words in a sentence - Activity pages to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
Portuguese translations Kevin Lee is an ESL specialist who has taught English as a second language for over 25 years around the world.
A Graded Class-book of English Derivative Words, with Practical Exercises in Spelling, Analyzing, Defining, Synonyms, and the Use
of Words
English Sentence Structure
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 + English Speaking Course Book 1 - Chinese Edition
An Introduction
Imperfect Phrases For Relationships: 101 COMMON Things You Should Never Say To Someone Important To You...And What To
Say Instead
Useful Chinese Words and Expressions, Book One, with traditional Chinese example sentences
Learn how to make common sentences in English! This is Book 1 of Teacher King's Basic English
Sentences It contains 30 important lessons to help a student begin making English sentences correctly.
Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has
been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with
everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common
sentence structures for everyday topics - No more than 8 words in a sentence - Activity pages to
reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar
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development - Vocabulary words include Czech translations Kevin L. King is an ESL specialist who has
taught English as a second language for over 30 years around the world.
475 basic words used on TOEFL, ESOL, SAT, ACT and GRE tests! Also designed for easy learning for
Home Schooling! --------- Additional 400 related words - nouns, verbs, and adjectives - with separate
explanations or examples of using the words in sentences Word origins -- to make it easier to remember
the words ... and to build your vocabulary! Many words are illustrated with caricatures! --------- Simple
pronunciation shows how to pronounce the words Each word is used in several sentences - to show
various ways words can be used. Sentences have clear and detailed punctuation - to help you learn
English phrases and clauses. Many sentences contain historical information - to make learning even
more rewarding for you! Famous Quotations by authors, scientists, and actors for all 475 words-- so you
can see how famous people use the words you are learning! --------- Simple practice tests after every few
words - to help you remember and use the words in a sentence. ---------- Also - 100 common English
phrases (Many illustrated with caricatures) --------- "My English Notes" in the back - blank pages to write
down questions or words Come in and see for yourself...
Transitional expressions are words or phrases that are used to connect one idea to another within a
sentence, within a paragraph, or within a longer piece of writing. - Category-wise List of common
Transitional words and phrases along with their use in sentences - Addition, Cause and Effect,
Concession, Condition, Consequence, Contrast, Dismissal, Illustration, Emphasis, Exception,
Explanation, Generalization, Location, Purpose, Quantifier, Reference, Sequence, Similarity, Summary,
Time - Using transitional expressions in sentences -- Transitional Expressions - Definition -- Meaning of
'Transition' -- to go from one point to another - "Transitional Expressions" = "Transitional Words" +
"Transitional Phrases" - "Transitional (or Transition) Words" are also known as "connecting words,"
"linking words" or "signal words" - "Transitional (or Transition) Phrases" are also known as "connecting
phrases," "linking phrases" or "signal phrases" - "Transitional Expressions" (also "Transitions") could be
defined as follows: 'Transitional expressions' are words or phrases that provide bridges between
sentences, parts of sentences, paragraphs and sections. 'Transitional expressions' connect and relate
sentences and paragraphs. 'Transitions expressions' signal the relationship between sentences and
paragraphs. 'Transitions expressions' state the connections between ideas. 'Transitions expressions' help
carry over a thought from one part of a sentence to another, from one sentence to another, from one
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paragraph to another, from one section to another, or from one idea to another. 'Transitional
expressions' connect ideas from sentence to sentence and paragraph to paragraph. 'Transitional
expressions' are placed in the beginning, middle, or end of the sentences/paragraphs to explain
connections between two or more ideas. 'Transitional expressions' help carry over a thought from one
idea to another. 'Transitional expressions' produce clearer expression, by eliminating the excessive use
of such words as 'and', 'but', 'for' 'nor', 'or' 'so' 'yet', etc. - Choosing Transitional Expression -- Some
transitional words and transitional phrases belong to more than one category. A transitional expression
can change the whole meaning of a sentence. Therefore, you should choose the transition that best
conveys your meaning. You should also avoid repetition and use different transition words or phrases in
the same category if necessary. - Placing transitional words: There are three options for placing
transitional words: The beginning of a sentence [Most common], The middle of a sentence, The end of a
sentence [Least Common]; Example: Their products come with an insurance pack that covers accidental
damage, theft, and breakage for a year. Furthermore, customers can also avail for an additional year of
warranty. [Use of transitional word 'furthermore' at the beginning of a sentence] - Their products come
with an insurance pack that covers accidental damage, theft, and breakage for a year. Customers,
furthermore, can also avail for an additional year of warranty. [Use of transitional word 'furthermore' in
the middle of a sentence] - Their products come with an insurance pack that covers accidental damage,
theft, and breakage for a year. Customers can also avail for an additional year of warranty, furthermore.
[Use of transitional word 'furthermore' in the end of a sentence]
T&P BOOKS VOCABULARIES are intended to help you learn, memorize, and review foreign words. The
dictionary contains over 5000 commonly used words. Recommended as additional support material to
any language course. Meets the needs of beginners and advanced learners of foreign languages.
Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing activities. Allows you to assess your current
vocabulary. This book can also be used by foreigners to learn English. THIS REVISED EDITION
(American English, July 2013) contains 155 topics including: Basic Concepts, Numbers, Colors, Months,
Seasons, Units of Measurement, Clothing & Accessories, Food & Nutrition, Restaurant, Family
Members, Relatives, Character, Feelings, Emotions, Diseases, City, Town, Sightseeing, Shopping,
Money, House, Home, Office, Working in the Office, Import & Export, Marketing, Job Search, Sports,
Education, Computer, Internet, Tools, Nature, Countries, Nationalities and more ... SPECIAL FEATURES
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of T&P Books bilingual vocabularies: Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically.
Content is presented in three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self-testing processes. Each theme
is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units. The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple
transcription for each foreign word. IF YOU HAVE any question, suggestion or feedback, please contact
us: admin@tpbooks.com. Ref. BODFR
Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Ethnology
Putnam's Word Book
Polish Vocabulary for English Speakers - 3000 Words
Pocket Edition
Lee's Excellent English Basic Sentences - Portuguese Edition
The Example Sentences of the Advanced Words from Great English and American Books
This book compares and contrasts the principles and practices of rule-based machine translation (RBMT),
statistical machine translation (SMT), and example-based machine translation (EBMT). Presenting
numerous examples, the text introduces language divergence as the fundamental challenge to machine
translation, emphasizes and works out word alignment, explores IBM models of machine translation,
covers the mathematics of phrase-based SMT, provides complete walk-throughs of the working of
interlingua-based and transfer-based RBMT, and analyzes EBMT, showing how translation parts can be
extracted and recombined to automatically translate a new input.
3 excellent English courses in 1 book! Part one of this book includes Teacher King's Basic English
Sentences Book 1 - Croatian Edition. Part two of this book includes Teacher King's English Speaking
Course Book 1 - Croatian Edition. Part three of this book includes Teacher King's 600 English Questions Advanced Edition. Written for all ages, children and adults alike. Teacher King's Basic English Sentences
Book 1 Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been
written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday
topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common sentence
structures for everyday topics - No more than 8 words in each sentence - Activity pages to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development Vocabulary words include Croatian translations Teacher King's English Speaking Course Book 1: Level:
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Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words
used in daily life - 30 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal
verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking
sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Stepby-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include Croatian translations Teacher King's 600
English Questions - Advanced Edition This book contains 30 multiple choice tests that includes the most
common phrasal verbs, idioms, grammar structures and advanced vocabulary words. Excellent
preparation for IELTS, TOEFL, PTE, TOEIC & Everyday English! Level: Intermediate to Advanced - Learners
should have an intermediate foundation of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning &
Classroom This workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features:
- 30 excellent tests with everyday topics and sentences - 600 multiple choice questions - 150 questions
featuring the most common phrasal verbs - 150 questions featuring the most common idioms - 150
questions featuring different grammar structures - 150 questions featuring the most common advanced
vocabulary words - Includes Answer Key at the end - This book does not include Croatian translations.
Teacher King's English books are designed to help learn English in a systematic way that focuses on
correct grammatical structure and word development. Kevin L. King is an ESL specialist who has taught
English as a second language for over 30 years around the world.
Money, money, money! It makes the world go round and round so it seems. You can either think about it
or not, but you cannot escape it! How To Gain Wealth With Just One Word is a short and sweet ebook
alternative. The author shares his personal experiences on receiving wealth and how his experiences will
help you. This ebook discusses the power of thought, the subconscious and how to receive the best
results on receiving wealth.
3 excellent English courses in 1 book! Part one of this book includes Teacher King's Basic English
Sentences Book 1 - Greek Edition. Part two of this book includes Teacher King's English Speaking Course
Book 1 - Greek Edition. Part three of this book includes Teacher King's 600 English Questions - Advanced
Edition. Written for all ages, children and adults alike. Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1
Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been
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written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday
topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common sentence
structures for everyday topics - No more than 8 words in each sentence - Activity pages to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development Vocabulary words include Greek translations Teacher King's English Speaking Course Book 1: Level:
Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading & Writing.
Application: Self-learning & Classroom - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words
used in daily life - 30 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal
verbs for everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking
sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Stepby-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include Greek translations Teacher King's 600 English
Questions - Advanced Edition This book contains 30 multiple choice tests that includes the most common
phrasal verbs, idioms, grammar structures and advanced vocabulary words. Excellent preparation for
IELTS, TOEFL, PTE, TOEIC & Everyday English! Level: Intermediate to Advanced - Learners should have an
intermediate foundation of Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This
workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent
tests with everyday topics and sentences - 600 multiple choice questions - 150 questions featuring the
most common phrasal verbs - 150 questions featuring the most common idioms - 150 questions featuring
different grammar structures - 150 questions featuring the most common advanced vocabulary words Includes Answer Key at the end - This book does not include Greek translations. Teacher King's English
books are designed to help learn English in a systematic way that focuses on correct grammatical
structure and word development. Kevin L. King is an ESL specialist who has taught English as a second
language for over 30 years around the world.
A Book Written IN Globish
Word-analysis
The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar
20 Categories of Transitional Expressions: Using Transitional Words and Phrases
I Can Read Several Short Sentences Building Games Plus Learning Grammar Punctuation and Structure
Workbook. Guided Reading Good First Teaching for All Children.
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English Words and Sentences
If you've ever fumbled while trying to use a big word* (*lofty, pretentious word) to impress a crowd, you know what it's like to*
(*what it is to) be poorly spoken. The fear of mispronouncing or misusing complex words is real and leaves many of us consigned
to the lower levels* (*lower echelons) of the English Language. The Well-Spoken Thesaurus is your guide to eloquence, replacing
the ordinary with the extraordinary.
Learn how to make common sentences in English! This is Book 1 of Teacher King's Basic English Sentences It contains 30
important lessons to help a student begin making English sentences correctly. Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should
have a basic knowledge of Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way!
This workbook has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with
everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common sentence structures for
everyday topics - No more than 8 words in a sentence - Activity pages to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used
grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include Vietnamese translations Kevin L. King is an
ESL specialist who has taught English as a second language for over 30 years around the world.
5000-WORD ENGLISH-AZERBAIJANI VOCABULARY The use of this 5000 word Azerbaijani vocabulary will allow you to
understand simple texts and will give you much needed confidence in everyday conversation. Used in combination with a grammar
course, it will aid in your ability to correctly compose many phrases. When watching Azerbaijani films, you will begin to hear and
understand more and more words and phrases. This guide will assist you in attaining a higher level of Azerbaijani that will finally
allow you to say: "I can speak Azerbaijani " T&P Books vocabularies are intended to help you learn, memorize and review foreign
words The dictionary contains over 5000 commonly used words Recommended as additional support material to any language
course Meets the needs of both beginners and advanced learners Convenient for daily use, reviewing sessions and self-testing
activities Allows you to assess your current vocabulary This book can also be used by foreign learners of English Special features
of T&P Books bilingual vocabularies: Words are arranged according to their meaning, not alphabetically Content is presented in
three columns to facilitate the reviewing and self-testing processes Each theme is composed of small blocks of similar lexical units
The vocabulary offers a convenient and simple transcription for each foreign word This revised edition (03.2017) contains 155
topics: Basic Concepts, Numbers, Colors, Months, Seasons, Units of Measurement, Clothing & Accessories, Food & Nutrition,
Restaurant, Family Members, Relatives, Character, Feelings, Emotions, Diseases, City, Town, Sightseeing, Shopping, Money,
House, Home, Office, Working in the Office, Import & Export, Marketing, Job Search, Sports, Education, Computer, Internet,
Tools, Nature, Countries, Nationalities and more ... Our Azerbaijani collection includes also vocabularies of 3000, 7000 and 9000
words. All these titles are available as printed books and e-books. For more information please visit www.tpbooks.com. If you have
any question, suggestion or feedback, please contact us: admin@tpbooks.com Azerbaijani dictionary, Azerbaijani vocabulary,
Azerbaijani phrasebook, learning Azerbaijani, basic Azerbaijani, books in Azerbaijani, Azerbaijani language
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The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar: "Banish the "rules" of grammar in the U.S.!" is the revolution called for by author Val Dumond.
"Scary? Of course, but drastic measures must be taken. Just look at the state of language today! The time is now! Stand up and
reclaim it!" "We've been taking U.S. language for granted," claims this long-time writer. We make several assumptions: 1) that we
have a language called "Proper English"; 2) that a set of "rules" lies in some mysterious place, written by some mysterious
authority; 3) that one must follow those "rules" to speak and write correctly. Not so! The time has arrived to banish what we call
"rules" and expose the assumptions." Dumond asks: What would happen if we all spoke the language of our heritage? We would
quickly learn the sound of the Tower of Babel - since US-language has come about by combining languages from (at least) 150
countries around the world. As immigrants enter the country, they bring with them new ideas, cultures, foods, music, and
language. As they become settled, they combine their culture with US-ers, thus enriching all of us in the United States, including
our language. In an amusing Introduction, Val explains how we have assumed there exists an incontrovertible set of grammar
"rules" to be followed in order to speak proper, correct, good English. "We're not in England anymore!" she points out. Oh yes, we
started out with British "rules," but as we declared our independence, language changed, and continues to change. Do you really
understand ordinary British English? Numerous pundits over time have drawn up what they consider the "rules" of grammar and
forced them on their students. Yet, when those students run up against someone who studied a different set of "rules," confusion
and doubt rear their heads. Must we in the U.S. speak "proper English" or do we have a language all our own? After clarifying the
conundrum of US-language, Dumond offers guidelines to aid writers in determining what constitutes understandable language.
Those guidelines don't depend on memorizing all the crazy names for the parts of language, but rather the guidelines focus on
how those parts function. Nouns and pronouns become Things; adjectives and adverbs become Modifiers; punctuation becomes
Rules of the Road - all presented in easily understood language, with examples to boot. Included in the guidelines are ways to
decide which nouns to capitalize how to discern the difference between plural and possessive nouns how pronouns perform ways
to vary word modifiers how to add modifying phrases and clauses use of the little words that serve as the glue to connect words
into sentences how to use the dots, dashes, and curly cues we call punctuation. But she doesn't stop there. Writers will especially
enjoy the freedom offered to create new words and put together sentences and paragraphs. She offers suggestions to use
numbers and inclusive language, as well as offering four ways to improve spelling. The solution to the confusion of US-language
seems so simple. Look at the "rules" that come close to your interpretation, then modify them to make them work for you. Set up
Your Style Manual, rather than depend on style manuals put together according to some other group's interpretations. And she
shows you how. All this is included in The Anarchist's Guide to Grammar: toss out the assumptions, clarify them, pick up some
basic, helpful guidelines, and write with power and assurance. No longer will you need to ask, "What are the rules for writing
Proper English?" At last, you'll understand why there aren't any. At last you can write your own guidelines.
How to Start a Sentence: Words to Begin Sentences
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 - Croatian Edition
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Simple, Compound, Complex, and Compound-Complex Sentences: English Sentence Forms
3-in-1 Book Series
Czech Vocabulary for English Speakers - 5000 Words
The Well-Spoken Thesaurus
English-Chinese phrasebook and 3000-word topical vocabulary The collection of "Everything Will Be Okay" travel phrasebooks
published by T&P Books is designed for people traveling abroad for tourism and business. The phrasebooks contain what matters most
- the essentials for basic communication. This is an indispensable set of phrases to "survive" while abroad. Some of the topics included
in the phrasebook are: Asking for directions, Signs, Transportation, Buying tickets, Hotel, Restaurant, Shopping, Greetings,
Acquaintances, Communication, Gratitude, Health problems, Apologies, Farewell, and more. This book also includes a small topical
vocabulary that contains roughly 3,000 of the most frequently used words. Another section of the phrasebook provides a gastronomical
dictionary that may help you order food at a restaurant or buy groceries at the store. Take "Everything Will Be Okay" phrasebook
with you on the road and you'll have an irreplaceable traveling companion who will help you find your way out of any situation and
teach you to not fear speaking with foreigners.
Rewrite the Sentences in Correct Word-Order – EXERCISES -- Sentences With ‘Past Verbs’, Sentences With ‘Present Verbs’,
Sentences with the verb ‘BE’ [Am, Is, Are, Was, Were], Sentences With Verb ‘Do’ [Do, Does, Did], Sentences With Verb ‘HAVE’
[Have, Has, Had], Sentences With ‘Modal Verbs’, Causative Sentences, Conditional Sentences, Correlation/Comparison In A
Sentence, Sentences With Verb ‘Get’, and other exercises Sample This: Rewrite the following Sentences in Correct word order: [1A.
Sentences With ‘Past Verbs’ – 1 – 10] 1A. ‘Past Verbs’ – 01 - 10 (Exercise 01) Rewrite the following Sentences in Correct word order:
WRONG ORDER 01. ‘Gang war’ to a two-way gun led battle. 02. Bomb left scare in the city residents in panic. 03. Government today
the opposition the for reached cooperation. 04. He bleeding in the developed lungs. 05. He police a plea for witnesses to contact issued
the. 06. He to break free and managed raised an alarm. 07. He open to cut the managed steel vault. 08. He strongly of smelt alcohol. 09.
He after hearing noises woke up from his sleep in the wee hours of Monday from another room in his house. 10. Heavy stormed police
force the market area. ANSWERS TO THE EXERCISE 1A (CORRECT WORD ORDER) 01. ‘Gang war’ led to a two-way gun battle.
02. Bomb scare in the city left residents in panic. 03. The government today reached the opposition for cooperation. 04. He developed
bleeding in the lungs. 05. He issued a plea for witnesses to contact the police. 06. He managed to break free and raised an alarm. 07. He
managed to cut open the steel vault. 08. He smelt strongly of alcohol. 09. He woke up from his sleep after hearing noises in the wee
hours of Monday from another room in his house. 10. Heavy police force stormed the market area. 1B. ‘Past Verbs’ – 11 - 20 (Exercise
02) Rewrite the following Sentences in Correct word order: WRONG ORDER 11. His us to led bust arrest another racket. 12. His grew
back hair. 13. Inspector detailed general discussions with held officials. 14. Them neighbor as quiet, religious and knew ‘normal’. 15.
Police all three on the day arrested the case in the matter was brought to their notice. 16. Power officials $1 million in payments
collected and fines. 17. The president media to a volley of questions replied by the persons. 18. She stop her lip to bit herself crying. 19.
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She wearing from the plane the printed descended dress, teamed with a matching coat and black pumps. 20. She window him to a tied
with a nylon cord. ANSWERS TO THE EXERCISE 1B (CORRECT WORD ORDER) 11. His arrest led us to bust another racket. 12.
His hair grew back. 13. Inspector general held detailed discussions with officials. 14. Neighbor knew them as quiet, religious and
‘normal’. 15. Police arrested all three on the day the case in the matter was brought to their notice. 16. Power officials collected $1
million in payments and fines. 17. The president replied to a volley of questions by the media persons. 18. She bit her lip to stop herself
crying. 19. She descended from the plane wearing the printed dress, teamed with a matching coat and black pumps. 20. She tied him to
a window with a nylon cord.
~ Welcome to English Sentence Structure ~ This short 40 page booklet briefly describes the hierarchical assembly of English, starting
with the alphabet and ending with sentences. Special focus is given to understanding 'modules,' which are groups of words that work
together. Diagrams are presented to visually illustrate how sentences are constructed from words and modules. After reading this book
you should understand the basics of English sentence construction and how thinking in modules makes English easier.
A simple but challenging children's activity puzzle book with 50 puzzles that helps to develop good hand-eye co-ordination and improve
spelling. Don't insult your children by giving them easy activity puzzle books. Children want and need to be challenged. Challenges
build character. Using a pair of scissors is an excellent way to develop good hand-eye co-ordination and dexterity.
Transitional Words and Phrases
The History of the English Paragraph
2500 Most Used Words and 531 Most Common Verbs
Azerbaijani Vocabulary for English Speakers - 5000 Words
Dutch English Frequency Dictionary - Essential Vocabulary
English-Chinese Phrasebook and 3000-Word Topical Vocabulary

English Words and SentencesAn IntroductionCambridge University Press
Text readability is at the core of successful reading instruction and language learning. To counteract the challenges of
complex reading content, text leveling is a vital necessity for readers with limited language access. A transdisciplinary
analysis of reading development and linguistic interrelations builds the theoretical foundation of the base-1 method. This
method focuses solely on structural and functional text elements on the word, sentence and cohesion level. But this book also
discusses the significance of other prevalent readability factors, such as the reader ́s language knowledge or socio-cultural
background. The base-1 method is designed to level early reading texts in German and other alphabetic languages.
Experimental tests with a German immersion population has led to a preliminary calibration to demonstrate the validity of
this approach. Bernd Nuss ist erfahrener Immersionslehrer in verschiedenen Programmen, die sich über Nord-, Zentral- und
Südamerika erstrecken. An der E. E. Waddell Language Academy wirkt er schulintern als Immersion Facilitator, kooperiert
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mit Bildungsorganisationen und betreut die Praktika von Gaststudierenden an der Schule. Bernd Nuss has worked as an
educator and facilitator in English and German language immersion programs all over the Americas and in Europe. In this
capacity, he has also been collaborating as a researcher with universities and other educational institutions in Europe, Asia,
and the USA.
2 excellent English courses in 1 book! Part one of this book includes Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 Chinese Edition. Part two of this book includes Teacher King's English Speaking Course Book 1 - Chinese Edition. Teacher
King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 Level: Beginner to intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Reading
& Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom Have fun and learn English the best way! This workbook has been
written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300
important words used in daily life - 300 commonly used basic sentences - Common sentence structures for everyday topics No more than 8 words in each sentence - Activity pages to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar
tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include Chinese translations Teacher King's English
Speaking Course Book 1 Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of Speaking, Reading &
Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom Learn to speak English correctly! This workbook has been written for all
ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30 excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words
used in daily life - 60 fun and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for everyday
topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce
knowledge of the lessons - Commonly used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words include
Chinese translations Teacher King's English books are designed to help you learn English in a systematic way that focuses on
correct grammatical structure and word development. Kevin L. King is an ESL specialist who has taught English as a second
language for over 30 years around the world.
Over 700 Phrases for Everyday Use
Make a Word
Travel English for Tourists
300+ Reading Sight Words Sentence Book for Kindergarten English Slovak Flashcards for Kids
Teacher King's Basic English Sentences Book 1 - Croatian Edition + English Speaking Course Book 1 - Croatian Edition +
600 English Questions - Advanced Edition
English Sentence Exercises (Part 1): Word-Order In Sentences
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